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Computer Registration Hailed ’Success’
But Those Ever-Present Lines Remain
(Editor’s Note: For related
Page 3.)

story, see

By LINDA GIFFORD
Badly (’opy Editor
Like the proverbial bad penny. registration lines returned to SJS last week.
But special registration was designed
for those 433 unfortunates (not 5,000
as rumored) who were "wiped out" by
the computer.
Dr. Ronald L. Hunt, director of institutional research, said Wednesday’s
long lines were unnecessary. "People
who wanted to add and drop classes
showed up Wednesday and created confusion. We could have processed those
who had no units in a couple of hours
if everyone who wannted to add or
drop had stayed home."

’WE ARE GATHERED here today . . ." This was the friendly little group
which Wednesday adorned the lawn in front of Barracks 12. Individual
names were called out for the processing of endless complaints and misplaced class schedules. Most of those present for the all -day marathon
need not have been, however, according to Dr. Ron Hunt, Director of
Institutional Research. Apparently, everyone panicked and tried to add or
drop classes on Wednesday, worsening the situation geometrically.

Library Orientation Tour Slated
Does the
Do you lose
the guarded
trip you will

library blow your mind?
your cool when you enter
doors? If so, here is the
want to take.

New and returning students and faculty are invited to take a library tour
and become familiar with the building

Election Story
aiin’e an inThe Daily will soon
terpretative story on the upcoming A.S.
Presidential election. Factual information on the myriad aspects of this
topic could not be secured by press
time because formal meetings of the
many committees and boards involved
have not been held.

and its collections. The library has
scheduled general orientation tours as
follows:
Monday through Friday, September
22 through October 3:
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.
These tours are intended for any
student or faculty member who wish
information about the library and assistance in locating and using the library materials. Tours will begin at
the main entrance to Library Central,
and will last about 40 minutes.
A library spokesman reminded students and faculty that librarians are
available during library hours to answer questions and assist students and
faculty members with the use of library
resources,

Despite confusion, officials are calling computer registration a success.
Dr. Hunt reported about 12.000 students received their preferred programs while another estimated 12,000
were granted partial units.
Dr. Hunt said the computer operated
well with only minor programming errors. There was no time loss due to
breakdown.
Dr. Hunt attributes the foul-up to
the fallible human factor. He said errors made by key punch operators, personnel who hand copied student programs and students themselves are to
blame.
"Part of the problem," Dr. Hunt
added, "can be that the computer is
inflexible. It automatically rejected
programs where over-lapping classes
would cause a time conflict. An adjustment will be made in the future
for this."
Student programs bearing wrong

social security numbers were rejected.
In addition, students who failed to allow for time flexibility in their schedules were not given all their classes.
According to Dr. Hunt, delay in receiving schedules and processing programs was caused by late arrival of
registration data forms from the state
printer’s office. "We lost a month of
valuable time because the forms did

not arrive until July 20 instead of early
June as planned," Dr. Hunt said. "We
had to print our own forms and hand
process 20,000 forms in Barracks 12."
When the three-part registration data
forms are used next semester, one
sheet will go directly to key punch
operators.
Most of the bugs should be worked
out by next semester. "We have all the

Langan Assumes A.S. Prexy Role
As Miner Vacates No. 1 Position
By JAMES DOURGARIAN
Daily Political Writer
Bill Langan, former Associated Students A.S.) Vice President, has assumed the A.S. presidency from Harvard-bound Dick Miner.
Langan says his main objective now
Is to keep student government functioning and to provide for AS. elections.
"In no way do I intend to follow the
policies of the Miner administration
during this period of time," Langan
explained.
The former vice president assumed
the presidency as "acting president"
since Miner is still enrolled at SJS for
six fall -semester units.
Before leaving San Jose, Miner notified Dean of Students Robert Martin
of his intention to resign his office by
the end of the week of Sept. 14-20.
Langan stated that Student Council’s
vice chairman, Pam Hubbard, is not

eligible to assume the vice presidency
in his absence, since she is a lowerdivision student.
However, he says that he sees her
fulfilling the position in an acting
capacity with Student Council electing a vice chairman to replace her.
The council first meets on Sept. 24
at 7 p.m. in the College Union.
Langan predicts that council’s business will include a budget for the band,
a discussion of an SJS representative
to the National Student Association
and will hear the directions that housing and SCARS have gone.
His first order of business will be
to appoint a new treasurer, replacing
David Aikman, who has dropped out

of the project.
The $3.3 million design presented
by architects earlier this year. intended to expand the seating facilities from
18,300 to 41,000 boosted the costs of the
project beyond the capability of selffinancing.
James indicated that the designers
now are revising procedures and have
"returned to our idea of double decking the stadium," rather than extending the seating over existing earth
fill.

of school and contention for the presidency of the A.S.
Langan predicts that council will
override Dick Miner’s veto of the band
budget as the band has agreed to drop
its request for a $2,000 salary for the
assistant band director, to which
Miner objected.
The acting president will also issue
a complete summary of judicial procedures to the council. The council will
also review former SJS President Dr.
Robert Clark’s proposals about the
Athletics Board.
Pres. Clark had recommended procedures to insure protection Of athletes
in finance and counseling matters.

Evolution Class
One of the few humans to ’,aye
touched soil from the moon. Dr. Cyril
A. Ponnamperuma, chief of the chemical evolution branch of NASA’s Ames
Research Center, will teach at SJS this
semester.

Stadium Expansion Studied
San Jose Mayor Ron James and
other city officials have received several alternate designs for the postponed
multi -million dollar expansion of Spartan Stadium, halted earlier this year
when construction estimates exceeded
existing funds.
Mayor James, who talked with Chet
Root of construction firm Higgins &
Root and with City Manager A. P.
Hamann about the unexpected $1.3 million increase, indicated that the new
designs will be within the cost limits

ground work done now. Things should
go smoothly," Dr. Hunt said. "We had
nine months to process both admissions
and programs. Officials from other
schools using computer registration
told us it would take a year to design and a year to test, Next semester
we’ll have the (mins, trained personnel and the experience of this semester behind us."

BILL LANGAN
Acting A.S.

...

President

The principal investigator for the
analysis (rf lunar soil brought back by
the Apollo astronauts, Dr. Ponnamperuma will instruct Chemistry 196X,
"Chemical Evolution," it was announced by Dr. Matthew F. Vessel,
acting dean of the School of Natural
Science and Mathematics.
The class he will teach includes the
consideration of evolutionary processes
that may have been involved in the
formation of the universe.
For further inf.trination net the
course, contact the chemistry department, ’294-6414, ext. 2814.

New Man in the Tower

’We Dare Not Mark Time’ Acting President Hobert Burns
By ISABEL DURON
Daily Staff Writer
Dr. Hobert W. Burns is a man who
doesn’t believe in sitting still.
He is also the man nominated by
the faculty and approved by student
and alumni associations to replace
outgoing Preshlent Robert D. Clark,
who left SJS to assume the presidency of the University of Oregon.
Appointed at the State College
Board of Trustees meeting in Los Angeles July 9, Dr. Burns took office
on July 31 to serve as acting president
until a permanent president is named.
He said of his appointment, "Any
man would be honored by the confidence exhibiteil in such an appointment. even if temporary."
He stressed that though the college
permamust wait the appointment (:f’
nent president it "need not and dare
not mark time. There are problems
to he solved, goals to be achieved."
He called for aid from both the
academic ;Ind public communities to
help the college move ahead.
Stepping up from the post of Academic Vice -President. which he assumed foll,,wilig the reorganization of
the college in 1966. Acting President
Burns has spent little time sitting
still.
Since his appointment to the college
presidency he has IMMed four special
administrative assistants and reas-

major administrative
signed eight
posts, all of which are interim positions
until a permanent president is named.
Furthermore, he has proposed to
create a task force consisting of administrative, academic and student representatives. It is this group’s duty to
coordirte and insure the necessary
functional relationship among each of
the components in the total process of
academic planning and budgeting on
the SJS campus.
The 43-year -old native San Franciscan is not new to administrative
position and its duties.
EXPERIENCED
As Academic Vice-President, he has
been responsible for developing and
implementing programs if instruction,
academic personnel matters, and acting
for the president in all matters affect Pie academic programs of the
col lege.
Turning to his duties as Acting
President, Dr. Burns hit hard on two
totiics in an address to the faculty
last Monday a fternoon reeva Itia t ion of
the college to "Illik vrsity status," and
the budget prtiblems of the California
State College System.
Dr. Burns emphasized that while
the college could afford to wait a year
for a permanent president, its problems
ClItIld not.
He commented that in many ways

SJS is superior to any number of
universities throughout the land which
already enjoy advance status. "Not yet
a university, but surely no longer a
college, we ’wander,’ as Matthew
Arnold put it, ’between two worlds:
one dead, and the other powerless to
be born."
Regarding the budget, he pointed out
that the coming budgetary problems
pose dangers and opportunities alike,
but that in this early stage "it is a
time for information and analysis and
well -assessed action rather than panicked reaction."
He emphasized the progress of minority programs made in the doubling
of students and tripling of minority
faculty this year over last. According
to Dr. Burns, this on only a sign of
progress and the college’s good faith,
not a solution to all the problems in
this area.
Acting President Burns Is not unfamiliar with problems. He served
alongside President Clark during the
past year of campus turmoil. Discussing campus disruptions in general, he
said that "confrontation per se is not
bad" and saw some value in protest
rallies arul demonstrations.
"What is unacceptable is yiitlence
and mass property destruction," said
Dr. Burns.
The new 5.15 man in the tower has
inhaled the fumes of academia since his

undergraduate days at Menlo College
and then Stanford University where he
received his bechelors degree in political science, his masters in history
and political science, and his doctorate
in philosophy of education.
He taught at Rutgers and Syracuse
Universities and at the Universities of
Southern California and California at
Los Angeles. In 1959 Dr. Burns was a
Fulbright lecturer at the University of
Chile and prior to joining the SJS
staff was dean of education at Hofstra
University.
PROLIFIC AUTHOR
Author of more than 35 articles for
such publications as Educational Theory, Saturday Review. Philosophy of
Science, Comparative Education Review and Phi Delta Kappa, he has
also written, edited or contributed to
18 books.
Named one of 12 educators to the
National Steering Committee of the
National Institute for Advanced Study
In Teaching Disadvantaged Youth, Dr.
Burns is a member of numerous societies, including the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
American Philosophical Association,
American Sociological Association and
the American Educat lona! Research
Association.
A veteran of World War H. Dr. Burns
lives in Palo Alto with his wife and two
children.

DR. HOBERT W. BURNS
Acting SJS Praqielent
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Republican pnsi111’1111.11 C.1111I ilil. Richard Nixon said alum,
..41 the eampaign trail. "will coin.
III ilii propo.ilion that no young
1 41). riran who is qualified to go to college
g so because he
will he prevented from 41
cat lllll t afford it.
A year later the facts
after the pr
ises and after the campaigning Nixon bee,
President Nixon
indicate he feels
other% i.e.
"There are two ways 10 cripple an edit car al sv stem." Hubert Iltimplirry. the
man vs 110 1..1111 safely afford to look on things
as they should be. %% mfr.. "one way is to disrupt it, another way is to starve it."
President Johnfaell are SI11111111.:
son’: 1968.69 education budget totaled S4.1
billion. President Nixon’s 1%9-70 education
I it 24 per cent
budget reads $3.2 bill’
drop). In other words. the war in Vietnam
and the ethwation of the American student
are on an equal basis.
Continued: One week Iasi spring Presi
dent Nixon declared Nat’ al Library
V. eek. That saltle week he asked Congress
to cut library f
I.. in Ille educational budg$135 million to $41, million.
et f l
.y available for college
. NI
And
student loans was redueed from $2711 million to $155 million,

Th,

lt would seem that the American eileteaal svstem. arch especially higher educa. is getting not only the brunt of student
disruptions as we knew them last year but
financial disruptions fr
the Nixon Ad.
ministration as vvell.
I.

I/ III there is sonic good

lieWs.

For those of you who are borrowing
In
banks and Other lending insti
t utions. the federal government has a brighter word.
Existing federal laws now permit a 7 per
cent interest rate ceiling by banks, etc.. on
s borrowt4I by students for education.
Recently. however, these lending institutions. in light of greater profits elsewhere
since dm pr.
interest rate ceiling rose to
2 per cent, have been hesitant to tnake the
7 per cent student loan.
President Nixon saw this trend and supported last wee k’s Du
ose act.
to pass leg.
islat.
permitting the federal gm eminent
to make incentive payments 10 pH% ale lends that grant student loans.
ing Insliluii

The qui,lion now is, will this joint IlouseExecittive effort to attract more help f
private
y in4iteet.
s make up for the
$1 15 million cut Nixon made in the federal
budget for student loans? We shall have to
wait and see.

Th.

Ilt 110111.11T A . 111.11NS
S.IS Acting [’resident
Obviously. our first computer registration %a, 1101 lott per cent suecessful, hut it
was more soevessful than the first time ex.
p4rietires of many other colleges. 1 dteply
regret the inconveniences our new system
caused many students: however. 1 believe
that constant effort to improve the system
will result in fewer individual problems in
semesters to

dministratirm is gambling now with
a lot of college stiohtits. education by
4.
ting on the lending institutions to make
op for the federal eiltbacks. It would have
been wiser to have retained the $270 million
figure and then attempt to lure private fin i4 rs to the college borrowers This way
the steident couldn’t be hurt like he can now
if the House plan doesn’t work.

Despite the rt lllll irs that the registration
system was plagned with computer failures.
I am assured that there were no mechanical failures of our equipment. Rather,
any failures %Sere a e011111)illati llll of human
errors and iln relatively short period of
time we had to develop the system.
1t.spite the problems during this first
trial of the sv -tem. I think we should all
ha- eneouragcll by the efforts of students,
particularly those who devoted many hours
to SCARS. faleillt S and administrators
who vtiltintarily stepped forward to offer
their help to make the registration work
proverb,. A e all desire an improvement
titer the old system. and we are llllll ing
toward that end.

I/II/jail’ (:/Ifft/g(’
LANGAN
A.S. Acting President
If you went "bananas" last week after
Ining bent, foliled. and meitilati.el during
SJS" first zip.eolle registration . . . join
the dub.
Suffering rejertion or abuse al the transistorized hands of a computer is like mooing into a coffee machine which gives
you two st

fields, in such bedhlings as Allen "House"
and Building .‘1". in local coffee houses
and in the Greek st stem ... to emntion but
a few of the hot beds of extra-curricular
activity.
On behalf of the Associated Students.
one of the
I’d like to invite you to j
many areas of student govermnem open to
all.
The Association, with its $625,000 budget, sponsors and co-sponsors such programs from this year’s seholar.in-residence,
Dick Gregory’. to the Spartan Daily newspaper. to the SJS athletic program.

c011ie.

Our task ill this system of pre.registra.
advance payment of fees. a true recognition of student needs and preferences,
and flexibilik in the assigninearilfTaciiilY
to meet stinleiit iteeds. is to Ill:1,4er the machine and me it to reitilee the impersonality bred by the sheer numbers in this
large institution. With patience and cooperative ellorts 4)i. students. faculty and administrators. we can achieve this goal.

Thom.
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the price to i.is for improt ing and changwho had
ing old sv stems.
problems have for the
st part accepted
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sly.
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and recommendations will he made to
that board.
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Trustees as <idling president. For the

people. again fe-tooned central campus
lawn- a- in semesters past.
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the top off the ad-

s have you said "I’ll never

A e hate here. in tines itinity of SJS, what
is malt a pp I Is known as a "sellers’ market."
Howeter. while there is little we are able
to ihe al
I the spiraling rent or the shabby
upkeep. there is a precauti ll that can be
taken to possibly save those deposits.
Get the terms in writing!
Suppose you rent an apartment anti "deposit" $100., as asked. You get a receipt for
the "deposit." Just what is it for? Since the
landlord has the deposit, you should have
the terms.

per cent mark in efficiency.
Ileativs Idle. we can find solaie

t

let that happen again." as you walked away
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the
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can hope for is that next
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squarishly rale-ralt or absolutely stupid.
Returnee-. however. in light of the

rail iN

s have you gone to collect

that apartment deposit at the end of the

fills of salt instead of sugar

and won’t return your change.
For many. this cruel April Fool’s joke-1-Septendier has not yet ended,
in
%% hat with the "add and drop" games
ahead. as well as lllll re elaSS hunting, professor begging. and line standing.
Nevertheless. welt.
to SJS.1%970,
where
4:
and will he -happening,
. hut on Seventh
114)1 only in the classr
Street. in tneeting r
in the dorms, in
the new College Lnion, on the athletic

PASSPORT
As a card carrying member of the A.S.,
you poseess an undeniable passport to the
College Union located at 315 S. Ninth
Street. Come in and meet the people. make
some friends anti join right in. It isn’t all
politics or budget meetings.
You also have the right and an obligation to be an equal member and participant in all phases of your educational
environment. Don’t forget though, that a
great deal of satisfaction and knowledge
will come from outside the classroom as
you experience anti initiate change, rather
than react to it.
Finallyand in a lighter veinI would
like to note that it is only a rumor that
HAI, (the big computer which killed all
the people around it in the movie "2001,
a Space Odyssey") is alive and well at
SJS.
NO COMMENT
The administration refuses comment at
this lime, of course, hut word spread last
week from the reg lines that the Dean of
Registration was eaten alive by the SCAR’s
computer, that it sent the entire SJS faculty on sabbatical leave beginning tomorrow and that it mistakenly enrolled 2,000
gorgeous freshmen girls in a men’s wrestling class over in the Physical Education
building. Who knows? Who really knows?
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deposit may just be for not renting
the apartment for a time while you decide
whether to rent. After that time, unless the
agreement (hanges, the deposit is already
used up. In other words. you paid to have
the apartment held while making up your
mind.
2) If you rent and then default, the deposit may be an advalwe payment of rent,
often for the last month of the lease.
If it is for rent. you do not forfeit it as
damages for breach of other terms of the
agreement, like cleaning or repair.
3 I If it is a "cleaning deposit," is it just
for that purpose? Does it cover normal
wear and tear? Repairs? Dors it cover other
breaches of the lease?
These possible applications of the deposit
were not intended to further confuse you.
They were simply intended to show the nuIneroliS things a deposit receipt can stand
for.
Since the landlord has your money, you
must see that tlw purposes of the deposit are
Spelled out, otherwise you risk its being used
for whatever will allow the landlord to keep
it.
If you intend to put your fist through the
wall or oil paint on the carpeting, there is
little chance you will he in a bargaining
position at the end of the semester. But if
you intend using the apartment as a place
to live, and "damage" is confined to normal
wear and tear, getting your deposit terms in
writing now may save you some money come
January or June.

Thrust and Parry

Radical Camp
Editor:
The weekend of Sept. 11-13 San Jose State
conducted its annual freshman orientation
camp at Asilomar State Beach in Monterey.
Because of the orientation’s nature, the rally
committee and the cheerleaders were not invited to attend. However, I gathered a small
group of rally committee members and
"crashed their scene," as we were told by a
camp leader.
The purpose of this camp, in my opinion,
was to recruit members for insurrections and
revolutionary movements. The freshmen were
subjected to the viewpoints of such people as
James Edwards and Tom Hayden, co-founder
of SDS. Issues such as draft resistance, the
Black and Chicano movements, planned parenthood and homosexuality were presented on
a one-sided basis and failed to allow equal representation of the college campus.
I learned from some freshmen that the frosh
camp leaders stopped the buses en route to
Asilomar and picked up four cases of wine,
which was freely distributed in the camp.
I was disgusted to learn that dope was being used by some frosh leaders who also
shared their joints with anyone who so desired.
The "entertainment" provided for by the
Guerrilla Theater Mime Group consisted of
anti-establishment themes such as revolution,
striking and the advocation of the use of Pootops from cans in parking meters. This group
used constant profanity and revolting gestures
to further their themes.
I, and the other members of my committee
protest the indoctrination of young, impressionable freshmen by one-sided radical viewpoints. We want to know what kind of administration allows this type of activity. We feel
it is our duty to inform interested persons of
what has taken place. Consequently this letter
is being sent to the president of SJS, newspapers, legislators and the Governor of California.
Donald V. Bogdan
Rally Committee Chairman
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Computerized Reg Here To Stay for Better or Worse
By DIANE MeNUTT
Daily Assistant News Editor
The Age of the Computer has
COMe

to San Jose State.

Good or bad, the newly instituted computerized

registration

program for the fall semester is
here to stay.
Designated the pioneer project

fur norther n California State Colleges in computerized admissions
and registration. SJS embarked
on the new system last spring
after becoming the computer center tor the northern state colleges.
The program, named SCARS
for State Colleges Admissions.
t.cdration and Scheduling sys-

tem, ceills fur pre.iegistration.
pre -payment of fees and individual class schedules for students
tun through the computer.
"We have had it series of sell-metes, including the late installation of the computer. lack of programmers and other technical
staff, and a sh,irtage if funds for
,d." laments John
the entire

C. Montgomery, director of admissions and records.
Montgomery indicates that the
first computer run included 75
per cent of the expected 24,000
students. He pointed out that the
colleges
of other
experience
shows this figure is comparable
they
obtain
to the 80 per cent
on their computerized registration after several yeais of exPerience in the program.
"If it had not been for the
many long hours put in by our
student workers and computer
is,rsonnel from local industry, we
would never be this far along."
concludes Montgomery.
But while originators of the
program consider the new registration procedure a blessing for
administrators and students, student body opinion is mixed.

"I thought it was IThirvelOLIS
because I got everything I wanted. It was far better than standing in line." stated Carin Christenson senior music major.
"I don’t believe that they gave
us. those who were already here,
priority over others, such as incoming juniors." Francis Dozier,
junior journalism major, said. "I
thought something was wrong Is’.
cause I didn’t get my alternate,
They should have done what
promised."
Janet McMullan, freshman

ior French major. "I got Pt ogrammed as ;a sophomoi,,..
hard to say whether it is better
because eibviously a lot of people
got left out."
Faculty members generally favor the new system. Dr. ’I’. J.
Smcl;mt t, 11111fP,tir ilf

said. "I think it worked out moat
better than we expected it would.
There arc fewer lines in the gym.
Once ee
work out the bugs it
eat service to the stuwill I,.
fun t,, have the comdentWarne it for
pute:

home economics major, bemoans
the fact that "you have to get
everything perfectly right and it
takes so much time to get everything filled out."
"You’re asking the wrong peg. son." warned Jialy Power, Sc it -

EDITOR’S NOTE: This letter was written to the students
who worked with and for Barracks 12, the SCARS Project. from
Mar Howard, Project Consultant.
To AO My Mini Children:

CONTROL DATA COMPUTER 3300, shown
here in an overall view, was the brain behind
SCARS computer registration. Terry Lawler,

SHARE

1

Sharing can be worthwhile in
more ways than one this fall
when Operation SHARE, coun-

SPECIAL!
,,N9.5! SPECIAL!
SUPER PIENAMINS

SUP71
PLENAMINS
FREE 36 -DAY
SUPPLY
with 144-t3blct
bottle

SAVE$269
on America’s largest
selling Multi -Vitamin,
Multi -Mineral product!

ONLY AT YOUR (ii’ruad) DRUG STORE

STATE
Rexall Drugs
2-71) r. -1,,iiter Clara
2:10-9194

of

the
Supermanra

Credit

Tutoring

for

Return

In
1.

Offers

computer operator, sits at the console
computer, housed in E220.

Thank you so much for restoring my faith in the human race.
As a person grows older and disillusioned with life and the world,
it is difficult not to place everyone in your own category. You begin
to think the world is headed for complete ruin.
Working with all of you on this project has restored my faith
in people. I know now the world is in good hands with the younger
generation.
It has been a real pleasure working with all of you. If I can ever
be of any help to you please call on me.
Thank you again for everything.

IN THESE THREE tapes held by Thomas Blomberg, ADP
Manager of the Northern Regional Data Center, are records
of the schedules of every student at SJS. Duplicate tape files
are kept in case fire destroys one.

ty-wide tutorial program, will
be offered for one and three
units of upper division credit.
Students who tutor for three
units of credit will be expected
to attend a one and one half
hour night course one night a
week in addition to devoting
two hours a week to tutoring.
Tutors enrolled in Ed. 196 for
one unit must spend a minimum
of two hours a week to the
child.
The SHARE office on the
SJS campus hopes to have 1,000
volunteers this semester, accot ding to Tim Collins, program
coordinator. He stated there are
10,000 i;atentially failing children in Santa Clara County.
More
t h n 700 students
worked as tutors last year with
about 200 of that group working for credit. The total countywide program, located on six
college campuses, involved 1,700
students.
Collins said the tutors request
the age, sex and academic problem of their child. Small discussion groups will be held each
Wednesday for tutors to confer
with other students and the proany
gram coordinator about
problems they may have. Special materials for reading and
mathematics are also available,
he said.

PAINLESS
/11K\

EAR
FREEPIERCING
WITH PURCHASE OF EARRINGS

* All 14K Solid Gold
* Many To Choose From
* Instruction For Care

SAVE 25% CASH
on all used books
at
Spartan Bookstore
CDC 3300, one of the latest model computers,
operates by typed commands, or inquiries,
directly into the central processing unit. The

computer then responds apppropriately to the
programmer. Terry Lawler.

Promotions Given
To Administrators
"Change."
noted
Edmund
Burke. "is the most powerful
law of nature." and SJS has
done i Ia part to comply with 17
administrative, changes as well
as scores of other teaching and
chairmanship reassignments and
promotions.
Dr. Hobert W. Burns was
named Acting President of the
college following the resignation
of former President Robert D.
Clark, who departed for the
presidency of the University of
Oregon.
Other administrative changes
include: Dr. II. Brett Melendy,
Acting Academie Vice President; Dr. Rex Burbank, acting
Assistant Academic Vice President; Dr. Edward Harrington,
r,ding Dean of Academic PlanI:: rig;
Dr.
Richard Whit lock.
:sting Dean of Undergraduate
:studies; Mrs. Marilyn Mont.,.,,mery, Administrative Assist-

ant to the President; Dr. Ted
Benedict, Administrative Assistant to the President; Dr. William Gustafson, Administrative
Assistant to the President; J.
Benton White,
Administrative
Assistant to the President; Kenneth A. Donohue, Administrative Assistant to the Academic
Vice President; Dr. Matthew
Vessel, Interim Dean of the
School of Natural Science and
Aaron
Wallace.
Mathematics;
Barger, Coordinator, Center for
Research and advanced Studies;
Dr. Alfred S. Braun, Associate
Dean, Graduate Studies; Elihu
Carranza, Chairman of the Master of Arts Program in Mexican -American Studies; Dr. Ronald J. McBeath, Director of
Audio-Visual Services, and Paul
Sanchez,
professor of
social
work and director of the GradSocial
uate
Department
of
Work.

* Special Rates For Groups
* Earrings Start at $7.50

1910NE FOlt APPOINTMENI.’
297-6522

EVELYN’S
40 So. 1st San Jose
Downtown
Ath

Bookstore To Double Size
New Quarters Open Soon
open
ground
level quarters in the new (’oil: ge Union on Octobei 13.
Bookstore in .1 na ger Harry
Wineroth said the store will close
.,ri Friday afternoon October 10
old nwerhatulise will be moved
,,eer the neekend.
The bookstore will nearly double in size,. According to Wineth the. 23.000 square foot, two
-tory store will allow fot better
,,, del
se orlon,: .,1, wo
I ,..111
.01 \
11,110111.1’
I, I
Ior 15 check out stands. The
Spartan Bookstore will

nt

tuna to its spaelolis neW

amount of merchandise will not
substantially increase, he noted.
Wineroth said the general book
department I best sellers and paperbacks) will increase approximately six times its present size.
This department will Ire located
in the front of the shire,
Trustees Meet in L.A.
California State College Trustees meet tomorrow and Wed !legibly in 1.os Angeles. On the
I’, utfuci 01,1cc ’II V01111’111
pl ,o1eli

’0,116,1110

"right on campus"

"WHY SWEAT IT"
Books (new and used)
Supplies
Money - back guarantee with receipt

’til October 10

FOR ALL CLASSES
at
AIR CONDITIONED

cpaptan gecko:store
"Right on Campus"

,111101,1

publicat ions boards,

1
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Blues Star
Coming Here

FROM

UNDERGROUND RECORDS
We extend our sympathies for the
inconvenience that resulted from
breakdown of "computer registration."

tu.

- man Buddy Guy, a youthessor to the great B.B.

a iII bring his highly acclaimed music to SJS Saturday
night, Sept. 27.

We promise a hassle -free experience
when you visit us.

$1.98 Li’. are regulark
discounted to $3.93
Specials NONN at $3.19

SANTANA - JETHRO TULL (new)
BLIND FAITH - CREEDENCE (new)
CROSBY-STILLS-NASHC. K. STRONG
DONOVAN (new) - LEE MICHAELS
BRAND NEW RELEASE ...
JANIS JOPLIN
1.I’s are reunlark

discounted to 81.95
Specials NOW at .43.81

TAJ MAHAL - ROLLING STONES (new)
DOORS/SOFT PARADE & others
If you like a plastic atmosphere
when shopping, don’t visit us

The fiee performance at 8:30
un the ROTC field is one of the
H, ’blights of the College Union
I.,,,cram Board’s Calendar of
,
Black singer Nina Si 10(1.
101,
dancer Jose
Greta, i()cg. 241. and white blues
artist Paul Butterfield ’Dec. 81
are among the other personalities
,-,iieduled to appear this year.
\ Rolling Stone magazine rea. of Guy’, recent album "A
\lbn and the Blues." said "nobody plays guitar like Buddy
Guy. Young Buddy Guy is a master musician and a inilliant
tertainer."
Born in a ator Louisiana florin’,
Guy came up through Chicago
blues circles and now plays in
rock auditoriums, clubs, and festivals in the U.S.. Canada, and
Europe.
Junior Wells, wh,, features
Guy’s guitar on all his attains,
said in a Newsweek article that
Guy -makes the blues moan and
say anything he wants." Guy’s
act includes current rhythm anti
hlues hits.
Newsweek goes on to describe
the 30-yero-old Guy’s style:
will start a ,ong only to break

off and begin another at times
mouthing impassioned syllables
instead of words ... he plays his
guitar one-handed, or at arm’s
length, or behind his back or
over his head and he is likely
as not to end a set by leaving
his band on-stage, and wandering off into the audience . .. and
out the door."

cu Istor toles in "Caesar
and Cleopatra." the first production of the SJS Drama Department season, will be held tonight
and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
College Theatre. Prof. Elizabeth
Loeffler is directing.
Any student enrolled at San
Jose State is eligible to audition
for this satirical play by George
Bernard Shaw. Students in Drama Depat tment prialuctions may
sign up for unit credit. Copies of
"Caesar and Cleopatra" are on
two-hour reserve in the drama
office SD100.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" is considered to be Shaw’s first great
play. First performed in 1906, the
play concerns Caesar’s relationship with the I6-year-old queen
of Egypt- Cleopatra.

KELP YOUR MONEY
ON CAMPUS
II books and supplies
at

68 E. San Fernando

prices

a

11111,11i1Ni.

I \II Itl’Itl-I

0..vr
%%.1.1’
How Art. Editor
If you want

cpartatt gook:Store
"official On -campus store"

film

go

to

see a

to the

good

Gayety.

Hub, Prekarama or some other
quality theater. but skip the middle-class places now showing "I
Am Curious ’Yellow i."
While joyful theater-owner are hiking the prices for ti,
"shocker." connoisseurs of porl..
graphic films should look el-,
whet e.

late ut uNpluit sex. Ttlece isn’t a
trace of sensuality, though, and
this gives the film almost a sterile mood. Those P.R. boys had a
field clay selling "Yellow" to
movie-goers.
The viewing public ’myself included! go to this movie to be
fleeced. We pay exceptional
the
for a Wm a,.

First of all, this Swedish product is cluttered with such irrelevant items as acting ’poor, but
nevertheless present L a tenuous
theme, some semi-serious discussion of the political and moral
state of modern day Sweden, and
a look at youthful protest.

Auditions Tonight
For Shaw Satire

Mention this ad and receive an
additional discount of 5% thru Oct. 1.

(1/2 block from Music Box)
286-8303

Am Curious’ Is Erotic Dud
porno

Kill.

5.98

’Clinical Approach’

411,4. VFW,.

But we
lanthaNtl II
ha%
tit -S
are, after all, curious.
Respectable people may feel
uncomfortable walking into the
seedy nudie- theaters, but the
product is no different whether
it’s in the Towne theater or the
Nude-oh. "Yellow" is a shuck
and a bore, but don’t be the last
oue or. you’ block to see it.
it

WE RENT TELEVISIONS
/mulct/jut, DpIivery

/fiction Teleggon
1850 W. San Carlos

292-3457

As the first 45 minutes tick
away, the audience sits and anticipates the soon to come "raw
sex." During the dull interim. I
fete like yelling, "Let’s tart this
crap and get on with the good
stuff."
In the meantime a plump Italie
named Lena and some associate interview people in the stteras.
Sweden a classless soeiet."
What’s your opinion of non-violence? And what do you think of
Franco?, are some of the questions asked. Generally the public
is made to look apathetic and
foolish. Members of the audience.
though, didn’t pay good money II,
hear this sort of nonsense.
Sex-wise, "I Am Curi,,,i," offer, everything, most of which I
can’t describe here. Just let your
imagination wander it while and
you can fill in the detail, pro As other (Titles have noted.
isn’t
\ ery sexually
"Yellow"
stimulating. "I’ve got drooping
breasts and a fat belly," complains Lena in one scene. The audience will quickly attest to thi,
fact.
Lena and her lover perform in
trees, submerged in a lake, mut
on the railing of the Royal Palace lone of the movie’s more
humorous moments I, Male and
female genitalia are shown clearly and clinically.
Maybe we should praise (hr.,.
tor Vilgot Sjoman. He hasn’t
produced a film designed to titil-

x
COtLATED FREE
AME DAY OR WHILE,YOU WAIT
8:0; A.M.-7:00 PM.

SAT. TILL NOON

FREE COFFEE

GOODWRLI copy
center
39 E. S’NTA CLARA (at 2nd st.) SAN JOSE

295 4954

Why is Cal book the place
to buy your books
Cal has two locations to serve

25% cheaper than new and

you and both offer fast, effi-

full refunds with receipt until

cient service at competitive

October 10th. We honor both
BankAmericard and Master

prices. You can get used books
Charge at San Fernando store.

Convenient hours:

Today through Thursday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
riday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. son fernando

457 e. san carlos

\!.’mai y Ceptomber

30

11
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XEROX

COPT
No Sacrifice In Quality

Gnomon Introduces
Wholesale Xerox
Here At State College!
finally done it.
Yes. somebod
Charged a fair price for a Xerox copy.
The name’s Gnotnon, and the price is
just the beginning. Our specialty is
SERVICE. Whether you want a single
copy or a thousand. your job will be
done carefully, quickly and courteously. Gnomon even COLLATES multiple-copy orders wi I hold charge, without asking.

We’re Specialists
Gnomon is the professional one with a
chain of low-cost copy centers that
reaches both coasts. At Gnomon, each
machine is treated with T.L.C. our
livelihood depends on it. Making
copies is Gnomon’s entire business, not
just a sideline and for 3 cents, you can
put us to the test.

CHARGE PRIVILEGES AVAILABLE TO
COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS, STUDENT
GROUPS, AND OTHER QUALIFIED
CUSTOMERS.

For 3 cents you can’t be choosy, right?
Wrong! Gnomon’s machines, Xerox
2400 high-speed copiers, are kept adjusted to turn out copies that are
ALWAYS dark, NEVER dirty. We
even use a better grade of paper than
usually used in Xerox machines. We
guarantee our work to the effect that
if it’s not to YOUR specifications, the
order will be redone at no extra charge,
or your money will be cheerfully refunded. You be the judge.

Books
Hard-bound books are only a penny
extra for the first copy and additional
copies of the same original are 3 cents.
Books are done double face WHENEVER possible (maximum height of
text seven and a half inches).

Many Extras
As well as FREE collating on all orders, we offer a choice of seven colors,
legal size and three-hole punched
papers at NO EXTRA CHARGE! 100%
rag bond is available for theses for 1
cent extra per sheet. Speaking of theses,
our service is school approved, so keep
US ill mind when your thesis comes due.

Hours
8 - 8 MON. - THURS.
8 - 6 FRI. & SAT.

Gnomon Copy Service
484 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
287-7550

C.sr iirrtix DULY

Greeks Continue Fall Rush Activities
Following the beeiminie ot
fraternity and sorority rush last
week. activities are continuing for
better than 1,000 rushers during
the first week of school.
’According to Inter-fraternity
Council President Bruce Whiteside, a senior design major of
Theta Chi, the expected (rater-

hatI Ul 11,JUI ir. Ific 1.11
SJS in the past two years.
Sorority rush is being held
under a revised approach, however.
"Reflecting new changes in
the SJS sorority system, formal
rush this fall will stress informing rushers in the meaning of
rority it,. 011.0

11,,

5,.1,111:.

and

CHI.

1,,11

sorority program. In the past.
entertainment was emphasized
during formal rush." explained
Cornelia Tomes, dean of women.
The formal rush period will
be followed by informal rush
Ihioughout the semester. Registration cards for rush are avail Pie at the Office of Student

How to Wrecognize a Wreal
Wrangler:
iou ho.e to IDol lc"
because it’s silent

All of our jeans have the
"W" stitched on in plain
sight, but we’re a little more
modest with other kinds of
Wranglers. They’re made
just as well and they fit just
as well, but the "W" is
tucked away on a tag or
label. You’ll find it’s worth
looking for.

Special Meet Set
A special ineetIng ia Por,tteres International will be held
WCCIrTStilly
at 4 p.m. on the
sew,. a floor of the Joe E. Wp...d

Wrangler’Jeans
and Mr.Wrangler’Sportswear
in Celanese Fortrelfi

June hist,
.caduate Michael Joseph Ilanliman,
159.2 N. 11th St.. was sentenced last week to two years
in prison by U.S. District Court
Judge Robert F. Peckham after
he was convicted of urging
others to refuse induction into
the service earlier at the Oak- ,
land Army Induction Center.
Ilardiman, who received a
stern lecture from the judge.
was reported to have urge
inductees not to join the
ranks of "paid killers" already
in the Army.
who
The outraged judg
chitc,,c.1 that lizudiman "blasphemed those in uniform as
’paid killers’,’ told the younc
I hit I ha t he didn’t feel that he
was "worthy’ of consideration by

Daily Schedule
.’

tan Daily won’t be
week, publishing only
Wednesday and Frilito the Daily will resume
polilishing next week.

our perthis 1,1111 because
formance at the induction center.liardiman was convicted Jul)
10 of refusing induction after
losing his student deferment
when he returned his draft card
to the San Jose Selective Service office.

"Sons of Champlin," "Freedom Highway" and "Ace of
Cups" will play tonrght from 9
pm. to 1 a.m, at a minority
schclarships fund benefit at
Santa Clara University’s Benson Center. Student admission
is $2.

SHOP AND SAVE
at the

Official On -Campus
Bookstore

cpatitatt gookdtore
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’

cox velvs*
ic:i,c(NoN%-teilGe9

.

I H.’ rush bowl
open, 11
2 p.m. on S.
enth Street.
Wednesday and Thursday
Smokers at all houses bei..innit,
;it 7 p.m.
Friday Combined IR al,
Panhellenic dance, S.- II!
Place to be announce

This permanently creased and
permanently premed canvas
weave jean is $5.50. Pile lined,
Western jacket $15,95. Shirt
about $5.00. Hondo’ permanently pressed continental
slacks $500. Knit shirt $8.00.
All in carefree Fortrel polyester
end scan

National Dollar Stores
Rasco Stores
Bazaar Men’s Department

’ di% dies :mil Services, Adm.
212.
This ye.o’s Panhellenic rush
chairman is Connie Colladay,
junior recreation nt a jor anti
Kappa Alpha Theta Inember.
Serving as Panhellenic advisor
is Virginia Ellis, an SJS faculty
member since 1964. Panhellenic
president for the 1969-70 academic year is Charlotte Marshall, a junior art major and
member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
The 11A’ theme ’Turn On.
rei Gluck" hopefully. will
male rushees to ’,ledge one
of the 14 campus houses.
About 500 male students are
fraternity members at SJS. Although many campuses im the
West Coast are showing some
decline in fraternity member-hip, Whiteside encourages new; tecers to "look over the entire
operation.
"Don’t knock fraternities tilt.
Iii you’ve tried to see what 11r.:
have to offer." insists Whiteside.
WC activities this week include:
Today Ire will present the
I: band "Jim Deer" on Sevclot, Street Isdween 11 a.m, and
t..o.I. ternities will have in.
Looths stationet
’

10th
STREET

Bands To Benefit
Scholarship Fund

June Graduate Sentenced
For Anti-Draft Activities

’,nen

Purpo.,.. of the meeting is to
plan the welemne tea for all
SJS ioeds, scheduled for Tuesday. Sept. 30. and the semester’s

so62’6\
ce,kol?95.

A

You’re in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pumps, the flameresistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully. with Pumps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pumps don’t cost much. They’re cut 6’ x 6’ square,
read) to use, conic in 20 vivid colors that are virtually runproof when wet. Boy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn’t have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
4,
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.

pomps.

... ,
Save up to 25 per cent on used books
Buy new and used ones at C i L!
1
USED BOOKS
/Mann

.1

r
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lot
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I

SAN FERNANDO

I

I

CAL
BOOK

USED BOOKS
USED BOOKS
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USED BOOKS
CAL
BOOK
ANNEX

USED BOOKS
LSED BOOKS
USED BOOKS
USED BOOKS

SAN CARLOS
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california book co.

USED BOOKS
USED ROOK

457 E. SAN CARLOS AT 10TH
134 E. SAN FERNANDO
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Yom Kippur Holiday Concludes Reagan Signs
Bill To Help Many Vets To Get (hacks Late
Jewish New Year Celebration Local J.Cs
By DONNA ABERNATHY
Though this is the first day of
school, many SJS students will
not be attending their classes.
Today is Yom Kippur. the most
holy of all Jewish holidays.
Students who gave advance
notice of their religious observance will be officially excused
flom classes.
Yom Kippur is a day of atonement celebrated 10 days after
Rosh Hashanah or New Year’s
Day. It is on Rosh Hashanah that
Jews reflect oe take inventory of
their lives. They recall the deeds
of the plist year.
Rabbi Joseph Gitin of Temple
Emanu-El, University and Myrtle
Avenues, describes the holiday of
atonement as an attempt to be
"at one with God" by taking

stock of each individual’s treatment of other people.
"To be at one with God, one
must be at one with his fellow
man," the rabbi explained. "Stating this is the basis if the Jewish
religion. It is essential to be
concerned with the welfare of
others before asking for God’s
forgiveness.
"To behold God, you must
first see him etched upon the
hearts of your fellow
man,"
Rabbi Gitin continued, adding
that It is a custom to fast during
the holiday. Jewish holidays last
from sundown to sundown of the
following day.
A relevant meaning for fasting
was given by Issiah, the rabb.
stated. While fasting, one becomes conscious of the oppressed

MD/WS
GRIMMEST
WR
and only 19

the hungry and the poor. Rabbi
Gitin stressed, "You not only
most develop sympathy, but empathy."
Services include elaborate liturgies and age-old ceremonies
such as the reading of the Torah.
In the evening, Kol Nidre, a famous prayer of absolution from
religious vows that cannot be
kept, is changed. Another prayer,
Yizkor, is a memorial prayer for
the dead.
The 10 days beginning with
Rosh Hashanah and ending today with Yom Kippur are known
as the High Holy Days and occur
in the Jewish month Tishri. This
is year 5730 on the Jewish calendar.
The services end with the blowing of the shofar la ram’s horn
which is to awaken the moral
slumber. The ram’s horn historically symbolizes the ram that was
substituted for Abraham’s son
when Abraham was asked by God
to sacrifice the boy to test his
trust in God.

Garza Asks
For Aides
With the opening of a

The Justrite pen by
Eberhard Faber is a great
writer. Writes more and
writes better, without
blotting, smearing or
glopping. Because the
point is a slick
carbide ball.

A
01.41

Has many other
credentials: See-Thru
barrel that reveals
everything (like how
much ink is left)
... Self-cleaning ink
eraser.... Plastic cap
that protects the point
... A handy clip.
And the Justrite is
better-looking, too.
Medium point
(illustrated) just 190:
fine point, 250. Four ink
colors: Red. Blue. Green.
Black. At
college bookstore.

your

Is

fit/

OOOOOOOOOOO

EBERHARD FABER
AES

BARRE PA NEW YORK CANADA GERMANY VENEZUELA COLOMBIA

tor of

the

Brown

Opportunity Program

Educational
EOP), has

issued a plea for volunteer tutors.
The 29-year-old Garza stressed
that with 350 new freshmen and
transferring students, and 200 ccturning under the EOP, 42 paid
tutors would boil down to one
tutor to every nine tutees.
He surmised that an ideal tutor-tutee relationship would be on
a one-to-one basis whereby the
tutor, preferably a graduate, senior or junior student, would spend
his time with one tutee over a
year’s time, "a sort of Big Brother, Big Sister relationship."
Unfortunately, said Garza, an
SJS graduate, the amount of
money allocated to the federally
funded program, which is almost
three quarters of a million dollats, is not really enough to supply 500 EOP students with $2,000
yearly grants or loans -- much
maintain sufficient direcless
tor staff tutors and also purchase
supplies.
Interested students may contact Garza in the Brown EOP
Office, Bldg. V or call Ext. 2252.

KEEP YOUR MONEY
ON CAMPUS
Shop for all your needs at

cpartatt Seek4tope
’Right on Campus’
*all returned earnings are
disbursed to on -campus
student both projects and programs
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A bill ain., 1 at four specific
pioblems facing California junior
colleges and establishing Extended Opportunity Programs iKOPI
was recently signed by Govern,
Ronald Reagan.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Alfred Alquist fl-Sun Jose i aids
local junior college boards in establishing EOP programs, including tutorial services, remedial
courses, multi - cultural studies
arid counseling services.
The new legislation also provides funds for loans or grants
to meet living costs, student fees.
transportation, scholarship, work
experience and job placement
programs.
According to Alquist, the legislation will help solve four pressing problems facing junior colleges.
Disadvantaged students may he
directly assisted in obtaining
benefits. Pressure on local property tax revenues will be relieved
by state aid.
In addition, legal limitations
on pat ticipation by community
colleges in certain federal programs are lifted, and districts
with successful short-term federally operated EOP pilot projects will be able to continue operation.
The bill carries an appropriation of $3 million for the 1969-70
school year to be allocated and
administered by the Boaid of
Governors.
Alquist hailed the hill as a
"major step toward making higher education equally available to
all who can benefit by it."
"This bill is directed at removing some of the causes of discontent on our campuses, and the
govet-nor is to be cameral II Ii ted
for supporting it," /Omits,

Low Prices

ExC Seminar
To Discuss
Environment
By MICHAEL (RONii.
Daily Wire Editor
The dire prediction of a UCLA
ecologist that in 15-20 years the
entire population of the Los Angeles basin area will be dead
from the polluted environment is
only one of the many gloomy
pictures foreseen if man continues to foul his surroundings.
The Experimental College is
beginning a year long seminar on
the ecological time-bomb and
possible solutions to it, entitled
"The Unprecedented Crisis."
Purpose of the seminar is to
inform students of the pollution
crisis and to supply information
needed to act upon it. The seminars will be held every Tuesday
from 12 noon to 2 p.m., beginning
Oct. 7, in the Umunhum Room
Yin the west side of the ballroom
in the new College Union.
First speaker in the series will
be Dr. Robin Brooks of the new
college, a history professor and
member of the Sietra Club.
Karl Belser, who headed the
Santa Clara County Development
Department in 1950, will be the
guest speaker Oct. 14, and State
Senator Alfred Alquist (D-San
Jose) is scheduled to make an
appearance either Oct. 21 or Nov.
4.
John Zierold, the only practicing conservation lobbyist in California will also speak in the fall
seminar.
Publicity for the fall seminar
will be distributed the first week
of classes.

Many setcrans in trillium,. an der the Cl Bill will 114 PI receive
their monthly educational assistance checks on a timely basis,
according to Gordon R. Elliott,
manager of VA’s Northern California Regional Off be.
In some instances, Eltieiit .,,.
veterans have failed to
their certification cards la 1,
VA and in other instances. :,;,lIt opriate entries on the cant has
not been completed.
Veterans who have
turned the certification
urged to do so immediat, .
those instances where the ear., -have been lost, the veteran shoal.
contact the VA for issuance
a new card.
Some 370,000 veterans tire’ a, tending inst it ut ions of high.,
70,000 tm.
learning this fall
than in 1968, administratm ol
Veterans Affairs Donald E. Johnson said recently.
Another 205,0E10 ti re enrol kit in
schools below college level and
60,000 in on-the-job training, a
total of 37,000 more than the
23,000 enrolled in this program
in 1968.
While servicemen cannot take
on-the-job training under the GI
bill, Johnson said that R.000 of
them have enrolled in colleges and
another 42,000 in education IWO*yams below the college level.
This fall’s enrollment will bring
to 1.600,000 the number of veterans and servicemen who have
been trained sinee education provisions of the newest Cl bill went
into effect June 1, 1966.
To be eligible for VA educational assistance veterans must
have had at least 181 days of

.. It
mous surv ice, pal
-ct Jan. 31, 1935, %% hole
S Cc 114111 Enlist base comilet..
least two cons( votive
rive duty.
Johnson liested s.

FOR MT
Specia! (_>tudent Rates

$9.00 PER MONTH
377-2C35

BLOW YOURSELF UP
Send any black &white or color
photo up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the name "Swingiine"
cut from any Swingline stapler or
staple refill package to: Poster
Mart, P.O. Box 165, Woodside,
N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
clieck or money order (no
C.O.D.’s) in the amount of $2.00
for each blow-up; $4.00 for
blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable.
Original material returned
undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
for delivery.
Black and White

Aid Book
Available
Wondet-ing what’s haopenina in
the welfare and public assistance
programs?
A booklet published by the
State Department of Social Welfare entitled "Public Assistanee
awt Welfare Services in California" is available free from Assemblyman Earle P. Ctandall’s
San Jose office, 760 N. First St.
The 24 page booklet may be obtained by either writing or phoning the office -at 292-3055.
The booklet outlines the overall welfare program while providing general information plus specific data about each individual
program and other pertinent information.

9f x 3 ft.
Pester only

11
( lel t

tNGLINE

TOTLAPLER

($4.95 value)
with plastic frame $4
(1.7.95 value)

The world’s largest selling
..ispler yet nol3rger than a
pack of gum.
with /000 FREE Staples,

ONLY 98(

sA

CUB’

THE CREAT NEW SWINCLINE
HAND STAPLER OeSigned to f.t
th. palm Portable.ONLY $1.81.
With 1000 staples, $1.58.

CUB’

THE GREAT SWINCLINE
DESK SIAPLER A ’eat heavy welint with
ronipact build. ONLY SINS.
With 1000 staples, $1.98.

INC.
.12 00 SKIL:MAN

Sen. Bradley Aids
School Legislation
Sen. Clark L. Bradley (RSan Jose) was instrumental in
the battle which restored direct
voter control of school tax ceiling during the 1969 regular session of the state legislature.
Senate Bill 35 and Assembly
Bill 5 were introduced at the
session’s beginning to repeal the
elause in Assembly Bill 272
which would have removed all
limits on school taxes and ended
the people’s right to vote on
school tax increases. It would
have been effective July 1, 1971.
Senate Bill 35 was killed in
the Assembly Education Committee and Assembly Bill 5
amended to provide only that
school tax ceilings would not be
removed until July 1, 1973a
two-year extension of Assembly
Bill 272.
Bradley plajed a major role
in the amendment.

I oi I
I IENT time 11111
i!
progra
applj immediately
their Va itestional Office for a
ccrtiloale if eligibility to avoid
H ,saleni if .111.w:ince,.

01. fl,f, I M.;
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W. SHANHOUSE SONS
INC. belts the bush jacket.
V. ith big pockets.
ither-like buttons. And
,.:nty of ribs.(The birds’ll
love it.) All cotton Cone
,rduroy called Plush Life,
men only. In
\ e. colors, sizes 36 to 46,
about $22.95 at
erywhere. Cone Mills,
. -140 Broadway,
w York, N.Y. 10018.

fine stores

Cone
Plush Ilfe cordurm

groovy.
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Greeks Continue Fall Rush Activities
Foli.Twing

tire

bee:innate

ol
fraternity and sorority rush last
week, activities are continuing for

STREET
hh

bluer than 1.000 rushees during
the first week of school.
’According

to

Inter-fraternity

Chimed President Bruce Whiteside, a senior design major of
Theta Chi. the expedded fr:ster-

SJS in the past two years.
Sorority rush is being held
under a revises’ approach, however.

0di.,1
sorority program. In the past.
entertainment was emphasized
during formal rush,
explained
Cornelia Tdrnies, dean of women.

"Reflecting new changes in
the SJS sorority system, formal
rush this fall will stress informing rushevs in the meaning of
sorori iy life, what

The formal rush period will
be followed hy informal rush
thi.rughout the semester. Registration cards for rush are avail :tile at the ()lfive of Studien

IIiI

It..:55

a

,1,11,;.
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How to Wrecognize a Wreal
Wrangler:
You ha ze to look for e SiV"
because it’s silent

sI

II..

Svi vices,

Adm

’fins year’s Panhellenic rush
chairman is Connie Colladay, a
junior reereation major and
Kappa Alpha Theta member.
Serving as Panhellenic. advisor
is Virginia Ellis, an SJS faculty
menthe!. since 1964. Panhellenic
president for the 1969-70 academic year is Charlotte Marshall, a junior art major and
member of
appa
Kappa
Gamma.
The JR’ theme "Turn On,
Go Gicek" hopefully will entire male rushees to pledge one
of the 14 campus houses.
About 500 male students are
fraternity members at SJS. Although many campuses on the
West Coast are showing sonic
decline in fraternity membership, Whiteside encourages newcomers to "look over the entire
operation.

.e4

"Don’t knigik fraternities tin..
111 you’ve tried to see what tb’..
has,. to offer," insists Whit,
side.
’Fe activities
clude:

All of our jeans have the
"W- stitched on in plain
sight, but we’re a little more
modest with other kinds of
Wranglers. They’re made
just as well and they fit just
as well, but the -W- is
tucked away on a tag or
label. You’ll find it’s worth
looking for.

Tuesday
IFC rush booth
dipen, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sidrmilt Street.
Wednesday and Thursday
Smokers at all houses beginning
at 7 p.m.
Friday Combined
Panhellenic dance, 8PhsV to he announce 1.

and
!

Special Meet Set
A special meeting of l’h
biros International will la? held
V,’ 1..csdar. .1t 4 p.m. on the
d, 11 IId,Td of the Joe E. West

Wrangler’Jeans
and Mr.Wrangler’Sportswear
in Celanese Fortrer

Pomo..
plan
MM./18o, ,

,r ore,

of the meeting is td.

the

welrome

tea

Daily Schedule
The Spartan Daily won’t be
daily this week, publishing only
Mintilaj. Wednesday and Fri ,1 . out the I
will resume
week.
noldishin.

t your per1,4111 becaUse
formance at the induction center."
flardiman %%as convicted July
10 of refusing induction after
losing his student deferment
when he returned his draft card
to the San Jose Selective Ser1111-

Offico

"Sons
dom

of

Champlin,"

Highway"

and

for

all !

SHOP AND SAVE
at the

Official on-Canipus
Bookstore

cpaPtatt gookitore
*RIGHT ON CAMPUS

0:1,Ns:tesGe9
socexe6x
kxe
ce,WC)ct95.
You’re in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So yuu need Pomps, the Nameresistant decoratise tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully ss sib Pumps, inside and out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Ponips don’t cost much. ’They’re cut 6’ x 6’ square,
ready to use, conic in 20 vivid colors that are virtually runproof when wet. Huy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn’t have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.

_4,

SJS coeds, scheduled for Tuesday. Sept. 30, and the semester’s
a ’Twines,

pampa.

Save up to 25 per cent on used books
Buy new and used ones at C A L.
USED BOOKS

SAN FERNANDO
I

CAL
BOOK

USED BOOKS
.
SJ S..
CAMPUS ;

..._
,.

USED BOOKS

g-

USED BOOKS
uSED BOOKS

tsED

Liu,z

CAL
BOOK
ANNEX
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10
7,-

BOOKS

LED BOOKS
USED

BOOKS

1 sED HOOKS
SAN CARLOS
I

1

california book co.

"Free-

"Ace

of

Cups" war play tonight from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at a minority
.it
benefit
fund
scholarships
Santa Clara University’s IS’.. son Center. Student admission
is $2.

in-

Today ’Ft! will present t hl
k band "Jim Deer" on Sr .ddins Street het ween 11 a.m. an’
p.m. Fraternitics will have it
dividual rush booths station, on Seventh Street.

This permanently creased and
permanently pressed canvas
weave jean is $5.50. Pile lined,
Western jacket $15.95. Shirt
about $5.00. Hondepermanently pressed continental
slacks $5.00. Knit shirt $8.00.
All in carefree Fortrel polyester
aril

National Dollar Stores
Rasco Stores
Bazaar Men’s Department

this week

Mi.
1,,
..
23,
14.1110mm,
chael
159l!! N. 11th St., was sentenced last week to two years
in prison by U.S. District Court
Judge Robert F. Peckham after
he was convicted of urging
others to refuse induction into
the service earlier at the Oakland! Army Induction Center.
I fa rdiman, who receivol
stern lecture from the judge.
was reixirted to have urgol
other inductees not to join the
ranks of "paid killers" already
in the Army.
The outraged judg e, who
chail.tc:1 that Hardiman "1,1
’,healed those in uniforni
’paid killers’,’ told the youth!,
man that he diEln’t feel that he
was "worthy of consideration I:*

T

Bands To Benefit
Scholarship Fund

June Graduate Sentenced
For Anti-Draft Activities

’411

t El) BOOK
t’SEI) BOOKS

457 E. SAN CARLOS AT 10TH
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

I

Vsnday. geptstrillisr ’8.7
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Yom Kippur Holiday Concludes Reagan Signs
Bill To Help Many Vets To Get (hacks Late
Jewish New Year Celebration Local J.C.s
By DONNA ABERNATHS’
Though this is the tirst day at
school, many SJS students will
not be attending their classes.
Today is Yom Kippur, the most
holy of all Jewish holidays.
Students who gave advance
notice of their religious observance will be officially excused
from classes.
Yom Kippur is a day of atonement cL4ebrated 10 days after
Rush Hashanah or New Year’s
Day. It is on Rosh Hashanah that
Jews reflect or take inventory of
their liver. They recall the deeds
of the past year.
Rabbi Joseph Gitin of Temple
Emarai-El, University and Myrtle
Avenues. (it :;cribes the holiday of
atonement as an attempt to be
"at one with God" by taking

stock of each individual’s treatment of other people.
"To be at one with God, one
must be at one with his fellow
man." the rabbi explained. "Stating this is the basis of the Jewish
religion. It is essential to be
concerned with the welfare of
others before asking for God’s
forgiveness.
"To behold God, You must
first see him etched upon the
hearts of your fellow
man,"
Rabbi Gitin continued, adding
that it is a custom to fast during
the holiday. Jewish holidays last
from sundown to sundown of the
following day.
A relevant meaning for fastini,
was given by Issiah, the rabb.
stated. While fasting, one be
comes conscious of the oppressed

1101)111/N
GRIMIEST
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and only19

the hungry and the poor. Rabbi
Gitin stressed, "You not only
must develop sympathy, but empathy."
Services include elaborate liturgies and age-old ceremonies
such as the reading of the Torah.
In the evening, Kol Nidre, a famous prayer of absolution from
religious vows that cannot tie
kept, is changed. Another prayer,
Yizkor, is a memorial prayer for
the dead.
The 10 days beginning with
Rosh Hashanah and ending today with Yom Kippur are known
as the High Holy Days and occur
in the Jcwish month Tishri. This
is year 5730 on the Jewish calendar.
The services end with the blowing of the shofar to ram’s horn’
which is to awaken the moral
slumber. The ram’s horn historically symbolizes the ram that was
substituted for Abraham’s son
when Abraham was asked by God
to sacrifice the boy to test his
trust in God.

Garza Asks
For Aides
With

The Justrite pen by
Eberhard Faber is a great
writer. Writes more and
writes better, without
blotting, smearing or
glopping. Because the
point is a slick
carbide ball.
Has many other
credentials: See-Thru
barrel that reveals
everything (like how
much ink is left)
... Self-cleaning ink
eraser.... Plastic cap
that protects the point
... A handy clip.
And the Justrite is
better-looking, too.
Medium point
(illustrated) just 190;
fine point, 25g. Four ink
colors: Red. Blue. Green.
Black. At your
college bookstore.

Er EBERHARD FABER
.11111111MMINIfts

11 AE 5 BARRE. PA

NEW YORK

CANADA GERMANY

VENEZUELA- COLOMMA

the opening of a

tor

of

the

Brown

Educational

Opportunity Program I EOP I, has
issued a plea for volunteer tutors,The
29-year-old Garza stressed
that with 350 new freshmen and
transferring students, and 200 returning under the EOP, 42 paid
tutors would boil down to one
tutor to every nine tutees.
He surmised that an ideal tutor-tutee relationship would be on
a one-to-one basis whereby the
tutor, preferably a graduate, senior or junior student, would spend
his time with one tutee over a
year’s time, "a sort of Big Brother, Big Sister relationship."
Unfortunately, said Garza, an
SJS graduate, the amount of
money allocated to the federally
funded program, which is almost
three quarters of a million dollars, is not really enough to supply 500 EOP students with $2,000
yearly grants or loans - - much
maintain sufficient direcless
tor staff tutors and also purchase
supplies.
Interested students may contact Garza in the Brown EOP
Office, Bldg. V or call Ext. 2252.
- -

KEEP YOUR MONEY
ON CAMPUS
Shop for all your needs at

cpaptatt Seekstepe
’Right on Campus’
*all returned earnings are
disbursed to on -campus
student body projects and programs
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Prices

A
aimed at tour specific
piublems facing California junior
colleges and establishing Extended Opportunity Programs IEOPI
was recently signed by Governor
Ronald Reagan.
The bill, introduced by Sen.
Alfred Alquist ID-San Jose, aids
local junior college boards in establishing EOP programs, including tutorial services, remedial
courses, multi - cultural studies
and counseling services.
The new legislation also provides funds for loans or grants
to meet living costs, student fees.
transportation. scholarship, work
experience and job placement
programs.
According to Alquist, the legislation will help solve four pressing problems facing junior colleges.
Disadvantaged students may be
directly assisted in obtaining
benefits. Pressure on local property tax revenues will be relieved
by state aid.
In addition, legal limitations
on participation by community
colleges in certain federal programs are lifted, and districts
with successful short-term federally operated EOP pilot projects will be able to continue operation.
The bill carries an appropriation of $3 million for the 1969-70
school year to be allocated and
administered by the Board of
Governors.
Alquist hailed the bill as a
"major step toward making higher education equally available to
all who can benefit by it."
"This bill is directed at removing some of the causes of discontent on our campuses, and the
governor is to be congratulated
for supporting it," Altruist said

ExC Seminar
To Discuss
Environment
By MICHAEL CRONE
Daily Wire Editor
The dire prediction of a UCLA
ecologist that iii 15-20 years the
entire population of the Los Angeles basin area will be dead
from thc polluted environment is
only one of the many gloomy
pictures foreseen if man continues to foul his surroundings.
The Experimental College is
beginning a year long seminar on
the ecological time -bomb and
possible solutions to it, entitled
"The Unprecedented Crisis."
Purpose of the seminar is to
inform students of the pollution
crisis and to supply information
needed to act upon it. The seminars will be held every Tuesday
from 12 noon to 2 p.m., beginning
Oct. 7, in the Umunhum Room
on the west side of the ballroom
in the new College Union.
First speaker in the series will
be Dr. Robin Brooks of the new
college, a history professor and
member of the Sierra Club.
Karl Belser, who headed the
Santa Clara County Development
Department in 1950, will be the
guest speaker Oct. 14, and State
Senator Alfred Alquist ID-San
Josel is scheduled to make an
appearance either Oct. 21 or Nov.
4.
John Zierold, the only practicing conservation lobbyist in California will also speak in the fall
seminar.
Publicity for the fall seminar
will be distributed the first week
of classes.

Sen. Bradley Aids
School Legislation
Sen. Clark L. Bradley (12Sfin Josel was instrumental in
the battle which restored direct
voter control of school tax ceiling during the 1969 regular session of the state legislature.
Semite Bill 35 and Assembly
Bill 5 were introduced at the
session’s beginning to repeal the
clause in Assembly Bill 272
which would have removed all
limits on school taxes and ended
the people’s right, to vote on
school tax increases. It would
have been effective July 1, 1971.
Senate Bill 35 was killed in
the Assembly Education Committee and As.sembly Bill 5
amended to provide only that
school tax ceilings would not be
removed until July 1. 1973-- a
two-year extension of Assembly
Bill 272.
Bradley played a major role
in the amendment.

Many setcrans in Ira.,
iler the GI Bill will ilia
their monthly educational allo.1ance checks on a timely basis,
aft-cording to Gordon ft, Elliott,
managcr of VA’s Northern California Regional Office.
In some 111NTH/leed. Elliott said
veterans have failed to return
their certification cards to thi.
VA and in other instances, apopriate entries on the card havo
not been completed.
Veterans who have not returned the certification cards ari
urged to do so immediately, hi
those instances where the eards
have been lost, the veteran should
contact the VA for issuance ca
a new card.

Some 370,000 yr terans art, attending institmions of higher
70.000 more
learning this fah
than in 1968, administratin oi
Veterans Affairs Donald E. Johnson said recently.
Another 205,000 are enrolled in
schools below college level and
60,000 in on-the-job trainina.
total of 37,000 more than II..
23,000 enrolled in this tir’o-,i 1111
in 1968.
While servicemen cannot take
on-the-job training under the GI
bill, Johnson said that 8,000 of
them have enrolled in colleges and
another 42,000 in education programs below the college level.
This fall’s enrollment will bring
to 1.600.000 the number of veterans and servicemen who 1111N’t
been trained since education provisions of the newest GI bill went
into effect June 1, 1966.
To be eliiiible for VA educational kisi-11,1,111(10 veterans must
have had .11 least 181 days of

ing 1i :1111111g

seiNice, part 01 II
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Special Student Rates

$9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935
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BLOW YOURSELF UP
Send any black & white or color
photo up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the name "Swingline"
cut from any Swingline stapler or
staple refill package to: Poster.
Mart, P.O. Box 165, Woodside,
N.Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
check or money order (no
COD’s) in the amount of $2.00
for each blow-up; $4.00 for
blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable.
Original material returned
undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
for delivery.
Bad,. and Whits

Aid Book
Available

2 ft. x 3ft.
Poster only

cur
gig

(1:4 95 value)
with plastic frame $4
($2.95 value)
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Wondering what’s hal9ening in
the welfare and public assistance
programs?
A booklet published by the
State Department of Social Welfare entitled "Public Assistams
and Welfare Services in Califor
nia" is available free from Assemblyman Earle P. Crandall’s
San Jose office, 760 N. First St.
The 24 page booklet may he obtained by either writing or phoning the office at 292-3055.
The booklet outlines the overall welfare program while providing general information plus sp,,cific data about each indivii
program and other pertinent information.
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love it.) All cotton Cone
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440 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10018.
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Stanford Makes Spartans
Pool Together for Utes
By KEVIN 1)01’LE
Daily Sports Editor

COMPARE PRICES
AND BE SURE!
We Invite Comparison
at

cpaPtan Sookstere
Lowest Prices to Students

LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU, LOW RATES.

SILVA TEXACO
78 So. 4th

San Jose

Phone: 295-8968
ITETE 114)DIR SERVICE

Lii(

lilt KE

TUNE-UP

SERVICE SMOG DEVICES

fl

liank
ma -ter

incricard
charge

Serving State Students 35 Yrs.

It will be into the whirlpool and
onto the football field for many of
the members of the SJS football
team as they prepare for Utah this
Saturday after dropping a 63-21
contest at Stanford Saturday afternoon.
Saturday’s loss spoiled the debut
of coach Joe McMullen, who replaced Harry Anderson as the
Spartans’ new head coach.
SJS played their hearts out
against a bigger and better team
and with a few breaks could have
been in the contest longer than
the 28-7 halftime score indicated.
For many people who missed
this year’s contest -- it wasn’t a
carbon copy of last season’s 68-20
loss. Although the score was close
and the total yardage about the
same. SJS showed a few of its
stars of the future which might
Just start the ball rolling toward
a bigger and better football program at SJS.
"Hustle and desire" were emphasized words by McMullen after the
contest -referring to his new team.
And when you figure several starters had never played a varsity
football game you can understand
why McMullen could retain his
usual jovial personality.
Junior college transfer Ivan
Lippi from Sierra College proved
that he could throw the ball and
sophomore Butch Ellis and pesty
senior Glen Massengale showed
they know what to do when Lippi
releases the pigskin.
Senior halfback Frank Slaton
scored State’s second TD as he
took a kickoff and headed for the
sidelines for a 98-yard kickoff return.
The Spartans missed two of
their best blockers almost all of
the game which hurt the pass protection and the depth charts. Senior Frank Fagundes was ejected
for fighting and senior guard Jim
Ferryman left with a new injury.
Tailback Mike Scrivner, who has
had his problems for three years,
had to leave the game with a back
injury.

Soccer Season Opens’
Tonight for Spartans
It) MIKE NOLAN
An international flavor will
spice San Jose State’s soccer
team this season. Spartan coach
Julie Mendenez conceivably could
field a team cosisting of players
from 11 different countries.
They’ll all be trying for one
goal, though -- an American
championship.
The Spartans open their season
tonight with an 8 o’clock contest
against San Francisco State at
Spartan Stadium. Admission is
free to all SJS students with student body cards.
Six lettermen return to bolster
SJS, including one regarded by
many as the finest collegiate performer in the United States.
Mani Hernandez, who won
North American Player of the
Year and first team All-American
honors while scoring 25 goals, leturns to lead a young SJS squad.
"It’s a young team, and inexperience will hurt us, but we
do have several veterans back.
We have the potential to be a
very fine soccer team, as good or
better than we were last year."
The Spartans made an excellent ’68 showing, compiling a 132 record while capturing the
West Coast Intel collegiate Soccer Conference title and the
Western Regionals. SJS wound
up third while losing to Maryland
4-3 in overtime in the NCAA
finals.
Also lending experience to the
squad are returnees goalie Viguen
Khachikian, middle fullback ZeylPavic, left fullback Al Rodrigues. halfback John Poulakos and
center forward Art Romswinckel.
"Romswinckel is one of the best
players we’ve ever had," said
Menendez. "He’s a potential All.
n." Romswinekel was
named to the WCASC first team
last year:
Others counted on by Menendez include Jim SI. Clair and

mid Saidian plus JC transfers
Andre Matechal (Merritt College), Eilif Trondsen and August,.
Castaneda ’College of San Mateo) and Franklin Pinto (Diabl,
Valley).
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How many
pons do you use?
laybr you
totryml:Ds
L imports
t you’ll probably use
ge. Fewer trips to the
icwer of them.
Po der Room.
Fewer "excuse me’s."
e made diflerently.
The 6.\\ CI’ the better.
111.11’s it lit . het ’re made with soft absorbent rayon.
First. there’s a gentle rayon cover. Then
a layer of rayot fibers that absorb quickly.
Then another laver of
rayon
storage fibers that absorb steadily. And, in the center,
t.usti toned layer that holds, and holds some more.
Can Noll imagine? Some tampons are
jtist chunks oreotton. No wonder you probably
need more of them.
This month try M
They come in regular
or super, with a soft polyethylene applicator.
See how much better kwer tampons can be.

.

"MONEY"
"TIME"
"PATIENCE"

SAVE
25cro

Copies

QUANTITY 2c

The fewer
tbetter

Intramural Football
All Intramural football team entry blanks must bw turned in by
Friday, Sept. 26 to be eligible
for competition in the intramural
program. Both fraternities and
independents must submit entry
blanks.
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ON OUR HUGE STOCK OF
USED BOOKS

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’

